Mapping

A hierarchical depiction of information you need to organize and remember.
Basic Kinds of Maps

**SPIDER CONCEPT MAP**

The "spider" concept map is organized by placing the central theme or unifying factor in the center of the map. Outwardly radiating sub-themes surround the center of the map.
The hierarchy concept map presents information in a descending order of importance. The most important information is placed on the top. Distinguishing factors determine the placement of the information.
FLOWCHART CONCEPT MAP

The flowchart concept map organizes information in a linear format.
SYSTEMS CONCEPT MAP

The systems concept map organizes information in a format which is similar to a flowchart with the addition of 'INPUTS' and 'OUTPUTS'.

![Systems Concept Map Image]
You are limited only by your imagination.

Examples of student maps on the same topic:

4 Kinds of Arts

(See page 149 for text.)
Art puts different demand on artists
Opera
- unique natural gifts
- willingness to spend years in training

Art puts different demands on artists

Drama
- requires training of the voice
- the ability to recreate life on stage

Russia
- ballet
  - have great strength and endurance

Sculpture
- talent in forming
- 3 dimensions
- linking manual labor
Ballet (Russia)
- strength
- endurance

Drama (England) + Shakespeare
- requires training of the voice
- ability to recreate life on stage

Different Art Demands on Artists/Artisans
- Opera + Italy
  - unique natural gifts
  - willingness to spend years training

Sculpture
- talent for composing
- manual labor
Other examples are at the beginning of each chapter of your text.
Draw a map of your to do list for today.

Draw a map of your goals for this semester.